5271 A-(WH or BG) BiFold Head
1" Nail-Fin
or
5271 B-(WH or BG) BiFold Head
1.375" Nail-Fin

5555 Clear Seam Sealer
(Applied during assembly)

5001 8745WH1GF
1/2" Weather Stripping WHT

BF Header Gasket
BiFold KD Header Gasket

ALC WP Alcohol Wipes
(used to prep surfaces)

KDNFC1
KD Nail-fin Corner
1 in
of
KDNFC1.375
KD Nail-Fin Corner
1.375

B 1/2 PHP Yellow
BiFoldKD Frame 24/Screw Kit

5272 A-(WH or BG) BiFold Jamb
1" Nail-Fin
or
5272 B-(WH or BG) BiFold Jamb
1.375" Nail-Fin